
we reccagnize that there is an OWCP Task Force that is E”eview3i.ng 
the administration of the FECA and that OWP is considering the 
possibility of funding a study of hear-ie-ag loss compensation criteria 
Since any revisions to the present criteria that may result 
from such studies may not take effect f'onr many monthsdr we wau9d 
like to bring to your attention one feature of the criteria which 
does not seem to be supported by the findings of prior studies, 
These studies were made by the Americana Academy of Ophthalmology 
and OtoSaryngology (AAOO) r the Department 0% Health r Education 
and Welfare's National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health 
(NHOSW) p and the National Academy of Scienceso Committee on Hearing p 
Bioacousties and Biomeehanics I/CHABA) iD 

This matter concerns the OWCP methcd of deducting a 
mmferlCeuOr Prom each of the measured frequencies instead of 
the AAOO, NIOSH and CHABA accepted method of deductin~g a fence 
from the average of the measured frequencies, If our review 
of a sample of 100 compensated hearing loss ceases filed between 
'calendamr year I.970 and 1976 is represeritative of the l~,GOO 
hearing loss eases in the backlog, the differences in these two 
methods could potential%y represent an average of about $I.,900 
more per applicable case by using the OWCP method F 011' a 
potential $9 miklion, 
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BACKGROUND 

Hearing loss compensation is a ““sche~diuled award’” provided 
by the E’ECA ,t~ Federal civilian employees who incur a hearing 
impairment fl or aggrava,te a pre-existing a31ne, while performing 
their duties, As a scheduled award this compensation is a\sarded 
whether or not the impairment results in a loss of wages (most 
do not) m Compensation is based ion the percentage of hearing 
ILoss ,the employee has accumulated (o The FECW provides 52 weeks 
of compensation for complete loss of he’aring of one sear; and 
200 weeks for complete loss of heaaring of both ears, Comper~sat ion 
is computed at three-fourths of t:he employee ms average weekly 
wage for employees with dependents I and two-thirds for employees 
without depen1deflts (I This cannot exceed three-fourths of the 
m;aximiLlm pay elf a 66-315, 

The annual number of hearing loss compensation claims have 
grown rapidly from a~ estimated 200 in 1966 to 8,000 in 1975, 
totaling 28pOO0 for that period. Iof =the claims that have been 
adjudicated ip we estimate that over 70 pehrcent were al;ffarded 
33mpensation I and that they received an average award betwesen 
$61,000 to S9,‘OOO. As of Elovember 1976, Labor officials estimate 
a backl.og of hearing loss claims of abtotut 1P,OOO, OWP has a 
special Hearing Loss Task Force to expedite adjudication of 
the bat k1 og 0 

OFKX? FORNUEA FOR COMPENSATING HEARING LOSS - ---Iy--r- 

The II?ECA does not specify the criteria and standards to be used 
in detlermining the employee ’ s hearing loss o) BlrJCP p therefore oF 
has established a formula for computing the compensable per- 
centage of hearing loss, 

Until 1969 I OWCP used a formula develcbped by the AA00 and 
adopted by the American Medical Associa&ion (AMA), This formula 
is still in use today by most state hloIL’I~r.ers” Compensation pKogKams, 

The formula consisted of taking the levels of loudness 
[decibels, or dB) at which a person can hear pure tone in each 
of the frequencies of 500r 1000, and 210100 Hertz (cycles per 
second) in each ear I deductinq a 25 dB fence from the average 
lolf these decibel levels (to exclude a range of boss considered 
n3ormal :&OK the ability to hear everyday speech) and mu.ltipEying 
the result by a factor of l-l/2 percent to convert the decibel 
loss to percentage hearing impairmewt m 

The binaural hearing loss is then elolmputed using the 
fallLowing fonrmula adopted from AMA guide1 ines: 

5 3~ $ of impairment in better ear I; %,lc]lf impairmewc in wc3n?*se ear -- .-111 PlllY 
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Hrn 11349, to recocpize irnlpairment caused by higher 
frequency decibel losses p OWCP changed the test freqLlency 
levels used to 1000, 2000, and 4000 Hertz. It retained a.11 
other aspects of the APIA/AA00 formula inclu~dia~g the deduction 
#of the 25dB fence from the average of the decibel readings 
from the tested frequencies. 

““Simply stated p hear ing impairment for speech 
communication begins when the averaqe hearing -,-I&--. 
Bevel at ROOO, 2000, and 3000 Hz exceeds 25dB 
re ANSI (1949)."" ( Wnderscor ing added) 

Based on this report loWI? changed the frequency ILevels to 
1~000, 2000, and 3000 Rertzr and kept the 25dR fence, They also 
continued to use the AMA/AA00 l-1/2 percent conversion factor 
and the same binaural weighting, 

However B OWCP discontinued deducting the 25dW fence from 
the average decibel readings of t3ntz frequencies, and changed 
to comp~ating an average after deducting the fence from each 
frequency. No rationale was given by Q~WCP for making this 
specific change. 

E&“FECT OF CHANGE IN FENCE DEDUCTIICPN METHOD ---- “._- . ..m.---- 

Bn a January 1973 memorandum ,kio the OWCF Directoar, out;Bining 
~the recommended standards fear the new formula, the OWCP kledical 
Direca;or recommended ,the use of the NIOSH suggested criteria, Hn 
an example ta: illustrate the criteria I however r he deducted the 
fence from the hearing level at each of ,the frequencies instead 
loif the average hearing Bevel of these frequencies, as was intended 
i.n~ the MIOSH criteria, (In JuPhe 1976, the QWCF Medical. Director 
acknowledged to us that this OWCF deduction method was inccrrrect 
and that he would nreeommeMI that OWCP make this change. ) Since 
the example he used had no hearing levels less than 25 8decibells, 
the difference in amount of compensation that would be awarded 
in the two methods of deducting the feirncc was ncut apparent. 
HlcPwever I whenever the hearing lewels ali'e not all at 25 decibels 
OK= abovefl the difference in comput'ed impairment can be substantial. 

Po3: examplep an employee aged 59 with dependents, earning 
$30.0.80 weeklyr under the OWCP formula was found to have a 10 

percent hearing impairment fror an award of $4,512,00. If ma? 
had used the average method he woiuld have received $1,466,40, 
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As this case illustrates, there willl be a difference in award 
between the two methods whenever: there is less than a 25 decib’el 
loss in at least one of the frequencies for at least one of the 
ears [see different percentage CabGulations folr the left ear) m 
For those with a loss of 25 deci.bels Gur above in aRI frequencies, 
the award wou3.d be the same with either approach (see calculations 
fos: the right ear 1 a 

TO approximate the significance of the cost difference between 
the two deduction methods with regard ,to the II ,000 ‘c:laims in 
the 83ack10g p we reviewed a sample of 100 compensated cases seleelilrNd 
from the Washington, D,C. (mainly Norfo?l.k, Virginia area cases) I 
Jacksonville 1, and San Francisco District Offices, and from the 
Hearing Loss Task Force (mainly New York area eases at “the time 
of 012~ samp3.e) m These cbaims were filed in calendar years 1970 
through 1976. 

Over half (59) of the cases had an average deei& loss less 
than the fence in one or both ears 0 These 59 awards averaged 
$5,679 p OK $1,905 more than if the average deduction methold had 
been used (D We are unabl_e to de,termine with statistioak precision 
how representative this is of the total hearing loss baclclq I bwt 
if the assumption were maide that it is representative, and that 
‘70 percent will. receive compensation, the total difference in 
cost folr these cases, between the two deduction methods would 
be about $9 mi1lion. (ll,OOO cases x 70% awarded x 59% with a 
loss less than the fence in at least one frequency x $1,905., ) 

lOTHER STUDIES CONCERPVIRG THE OkKTP DIT’DFJCTIQN METHOD --- ---- --.---.-..-r-l-~----,__,..- 

The Department ‘of Labor n s Internal. Audit also commented on 
the computation of hearing loss cases under OIdCP O s formruIa in 
a letter to QWCP in May 1974, The internal auditoars recommended 
,that OWCP consider changing to the average method of deducting 
the fence m 

The OWCP direetcPw: declined to make this revision and ‘defended 
his position with a lettexr on the subject from the Acting Chief,, 
Noise Section Physica% Agents Branch 6f NLOSH, 

Xn the letter I the Acting Chief made several observations. 
He noted that the average method of deduction is most clearly 
r’elated to hearing abiL ity, and that the OFdCP method would be 
slightly inequitable in some borderkine cases - but nap: in cases, 
of substantial loss u, where both methods give essentially the 
same answer N In regard to the cases of substantial 1oss, he 



The OWCP director based his defense of QlCnaCP*s method on 
the Agti.ng Chiefus comment regarding it being harder to declare 
either method as better p and on a FECA program memorandum number 
139, dated April 9, 1971 that gives the claimant the benefit 
of doubt when there is up to 10 percent difference between 
two aud iograms e 

The internal auditors ~disagreBed with OWCP and skated that 
all claimants should receive all compensation ,to which they 
are entitled but no more, Conseqvcntly p in 1975 the auditors 
again reported the finding, this ~time to the Assistant Secretary 
for Employment Standards * The Assistant Sccrctaryp however r 
concurred a~liith QWPns decision tccp keep its deduction method 
and cited the NIOSH letter as justification for not changing the 
method oi 

Also dlKhg 1974, the Department oif NavylF because of its 
concern about the QWCP hearing loss formula and the increase in 
awards under it, rugmcsted CHABA to develop a new formula for 
hearing loss which could be used with the 1000, 2000, and 3000 
Hertz frcqucmcies, In Pla,rch 1975 fl CEIABA, recommended the fallowing 
formula: 

“For every decibel that the average of the ---t.- 
pure-tone thresholds at 1000, 2000, and 3000 
HZ cxcccds 36dB relative to the American {AE\rSlc) 
Standard of 1969, all.ow %,75$ in impairment 
of hearing up to a maximum of ILOO%, * * 3Trr0 
(Underscoring added) 

CHABA also cited a study which made ,the point that i on the 
averagel the hearing loss at the 3000 Hertz level wo~ald have to 
reach 53dB before any impairment is judged to exist, This is 
considerably higher ,thara tAc 25dB fence currently being deducted 
a't the 3000 Hertz level m 

In Qc'cober 1975, the Department of Navy wrote to OWCP 
suggesting that OWCR consider changing its methcpd of awarding 
mcompcnsation for hearing loss m Navy cited the CNABA report 
as support for its suggestion, 

OWCP rejected the CHABA Kecommendation on ,the basis that 
it showed no new studies but merel!y modified the formula to 
r~cstrict the dollar compensation for neurosensory hearing loss, 



‘h TWO institutions that have developed criteria for hearing 
L 3.css “compensation p the WAQQ and CHABA, bath recommend deducting 

the fence from the average frequency readings. In addition, 
the 19’72 NEOSB report on bearing ILoss wnservation criteria, 
upon which OWCP bases part of its current compensation criteria, 
also describes that impairment begins when the average hearing 
level of the frequencies tested exceeds the fence. 

The Acting Chief of NIOSg31ss Noise Section Physicak Agents 
H?;raach also agrees that khe average threshold is most cIose:ly 
related to hearing ability, and that the OWCP {each) method is 
sILi.ghtly inequitable in bn.3er~iwe cases (cases in which both 
methods don @t give the same answer-- those without suP3stantia1 
ilOSS) m Of the compensation hearing loss cases we reviewed I 
59 percent fit this borderline category. 

In view of the support for the averaging method and the 
signifi’cant costs involved, we are bringing this matter to 
your attention for consideration before the completion of any 
future study on hearing loss compensation contemplated by OWCP, 

We woul.d appreciate your comments on this matter,, including 
any actions that you plan to take. 

We wish to acknowledge the coiusctesies and cooperation extended 
,to our representatives during our review, 

Sincerely yours, 

Frank PI. Mikus 
Assistant Director 

cc: Secretary of Labor 
Assistant Secretary far 

Employment Standards 
Directomr of Audit and Investigations 




